Railroad Postal Routes 1867 1961 Volume
the consul general's shanghai postal agencq 1867-1907 - when the american postal system in china was
formed in 1867, its procedures were basically those suggested by consul general seward, with certain
modifications. post route maps of dallas/ft worth/north texas 1874 1939 - mail routes, railroad routes,
and by the 1940s, information on air mail routes. this second series this second series continued publication up
until 1960, when the postal route maps were discontinued. postal route maps of the texas panhandle texascovers - mail routes, railroad routes, and by the 1940s, information on air mail routes. this second series
this second series continued publication up until 1960, when the postal route maps were discontinued. postal
history of iowa - iowa research online - postal history of iowa by woodrow w. westholm* secretary iowa
postal history society iowa, as we know it, is a gem in an elegant setting. it is rich in history. the
transcontinental - central pacific railroad ... - two separate corporations, the central pacific railroad
company of california (the name was later shortened) and the union pacific railroad, were created by the
pacific railroad stampless postal history - fphsonline - a listing of florida postal mail routes is reproduced
from "the united states post office guide" by eli brown (1851) as is other source material to reflect actual
postal routes, mileage, schedule, and postal agents, with the actual bids and acceptance. columbus &
ellaville - two florida ghost towns - picture 1 picture 2 picture 3 & 4 columbus & ellaville - two florida ghost
towns by thomas lera researching postal history can be exciting, especially when your explorations take you to
ghost towns. on this day - usps - 1 on this day in postal history: notable events by month/day/year january
january 1, 1856: mailers were first required to prepay postage using u.s. postage stamps. ncphs newsletter ncpostalhistory - particularly the railroad routes, this too is for the future. the author has information on the
individual offices and would gladly respond to requests all postal service in the states of virginia, north
carolina, south carolina, georgia, florida, alabama, mississippi, louisiana, arkansas, and texas, will be
suspended from and after the 31st instant. letters for offices temporarily dosed b ... beyond the sea:
transpacific shipping and mail carriage ... - "beyond the sea": transpacific shipping and mail carriage,
1900-1941 richard d. martorelli postal history symposium, october 22, 2007 1. introduction journey through
time: arizona, from territory to statehood - journey through time: arizona, from territory to statehood
what’s your role? you will be given the name of a person or group who were important to arizona’s early
history. micco town, or mico (meaning chief' in the creek language ... - micco town, or mico (meaning
"chief' in the creek language), was located just below the alabama line in hamilton county. the post office was
established as a name change from hamilton c. h. the post office was reestablished in 1833 but no postal
receipts records or town listings are recorded for the town and the actual date of discontinuation in 1839 is not
known, but it appears that the name ... the journal of the new jersey postal history society - njph the
journal of the new jersey postal history society issn: 1078-1625 vol. 45 no. 3 whole number 207 august 2017
the morris & essex railroad florex 2010 palmares - florexstampshow - irish railroad letter stamps
1891-1921 -- raymond murphy 25 cent honeybee from design to postal usage – robert e. thompson the
baltimore carrier system 1849-1863 – larry lyons
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